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***

‘The emergency powers’ we have witnessed being enforced in Canada – and by another
name in Austria, Italy, France, Australia, New Zealand and Greece in recent weeks  – are
quite obviously without precedent. The spectre of Prime Ministers and Presidents awarding
themselves demagogic powers of over-reach to force their citizens to comply with the prison
persuasions of a police state – represents outright war on humanity.

Brutal acts of thuggery that, in one fell swoop, smash what until now most have considered
sacrosanct civil codes of justice and basic human rights.

Evoking such ‘emergency powers’ to crush the right to peaceful protest sets all the red
lights flashing simultaneously, putting us on high alert.

The precipitous events in Ukraine have stolen the focus from the swelling voices of reason
amongst citizens under the Covid cosh. But this doesn’t take away from the fact that an
actual war has been declared right in our own backyards and is being pursued here and
now. A war that is essentially as repressive and vindictive as classical weapons based wars
of attrition. 

The evoking of dictatorial powers to crush a nation’s own people is deeply criminal. Evoking
such powers to brutally enforce absolute control over peace loving citizens is a crime of
truly heinous proportions.

The major question raised in the minds of all sentient humans is who could possibly be so
devoid of humanity as to be able to enforce such a crime?

In attempting to answer this question we should consider whether this form of evil stems
from a recognised psychological sickness, or whether it results from a pathological form of
conditioning carried-out on those who willingly open themselves to being programmed?

A form of such conditioning is widely found to be operating within the ranks of technocratic
institutions  under  the  title  ‘applied  behavioural  psychology.’  One  of  a  number  of
psychological tools used by the 0.5% cabal seeking to establish a New World Order/Great
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Reset centralising power over mankind – including the theft of human DNA and ultimately
the complete robotisation of human kind.

What we can ascertain without the need for further uncertainty is that amongst world
‘leaders’ of today, a percentage are clinically insane – seriously mentally ill. So when dealing
with those who have no qualms and no emotional instinct against using extreme repression
to get their way, one must start from the position of clearly recognising that one is dealing
with a person who, in rational  circumstances,  would be hospitalised and under special
treatment.  Not running a country or deciding the future direction of the planet.

One doesn’t plead with a clinically insane person for the return of one’s stolen civil liberties.
Nor should one attempt to enter into a rational/intellectual conversation with someone who
is regarding one as ‘abnormal’ because one has feelings and emotions. A pathologically
possessed  person  sees  a  balanced  individual  that  way  –  and  his  cold  heart  finds  no
commonality  with  the  great  majority  of  human  beings.

Brave  leaders  of  resistance  movements  can  suddenly  find  themselves  face  to  face  with  a
senior  state  figurehead  in  an  immaculately  pressed  and  ironed  suit,  perfect  manners,
seemingly steely resolve and a pre-prepared script in his brain – and think this individual
must be clever, successful and strong – but somehow gone astray. Someone who, with
enough gentle persuasion and/or prayer, must finally come around to taking a rational and
understanding view concerning resolving the conflict in question.

But in truth the good resistance leader in such a situation, is delusional. He or she is not
aware that hoping for a rational response from a pathologically driven individual is a futile
expectation.

Trudeau’s training as one of Klaus Schwab’s ‘young leaders’ guaranteed that no answer
would  emerge  in  response  to  the  Canadian  trucker’s  call  for  dialogue.  The  training
indoctrinates the trainee to have no other position than the one which gets the job done.

The same goes for senior technocrats, most politicians and virtually all employees of State
hierarchies. We are dealing with entities that are programmed to perform; so what one is
facing is a programme that looks like a human.

Only  once  we  have  absorbed  this  fact  can  we  then  plan  an  approach  that  fits  the
circumstances. Develop a tactic which fully takes-in the reality that one can’t negotiate with
a pre-programmed cyborg.

To be successful, such a plan must be based upon a methodology which fits the reality. That
addresses the actual circumstances.

In  Stanley  Kubrick’s  iconic  film  ‘2001  a  Space  Odyssey’  the  space  mission’s  logistics  are
heavily reliant upon ‘Hal’ the onboard computer. But the hero (Dave) is not aware that Hal
has been programmed to follow a suicidal mission deep into space.

Hal is programmed to issue advice verbally and persuasively.  It takes a strong action of will
for  Dave  (captain  of  the  space  mission)  –  having  discovered  the  deception  –  to  de-
programme Hal and manually re-set the mission’s course back to Earth.

Precisely  the  same act  of  courage  is  needed  now,  in  2022.  The  world  has  been  set
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(programmed) on a course that,  if  not  diverted,  will  dehumanise the human race and
disinvest the planet of its living soul.

In  Kubrick’s  film,  the  hero  manages  to  retain  his  individual  will  power  and  self  assurance,
ultimately resisting and reversing the instructions being proffered by super computer Hal.

Make no mistake, that is exactly what is required of us at this critical moment of history.

*
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